
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

WEIS-BUY SERVICES, INC.   :  CIVIL ACTION  
  :

v.   :
  :

STOREY’S FRUIT & PRODUCE, INC.   :  NO. 98-6078

M E M O R A N D U M
Ludwig, J.     July 13, 2000

 
After a favorable court-annexed arbitration award of $ 15, 818.23

under the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act of 1930, 7 U.S.C. §§ 499a-

499t, plaintiff Weis-Buy Services, Inc., moves for attorney's fees and costs in the

amount of $19,251.84.  The award became final, having not been appealed.

As the prevailing party under the Perishable Agricultural Commodities

Act (PACA), a plaintiff is entitled to, “a reasonable attorney’s fee to be taxed and

collected as part of his costs.”  7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  Familiarly, the determination

of a reasonable attorney’s fee requires the calculation of the “lodestar” – the

number of hours reasonably expended multiplied by the attorney’s reasonable

rate. See Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 433-34, 103 S. Ct. 1933, 1939-40,

76 L. Ed.2d 40 (1983); Brytus v. Spang & Co., 203 F.3d 238, 242 (3d Cir. 2000).

While adjustments to the lodestar figure are permitted in “rare” and “exceptional”

cases, see Blum v. Stenson, 465 U.S. 886, 898-901, 104 S. Ct. 1541, 1548-50, 79

L Ed.2d 891 (1984), the lodestar is presumed to be a reasonable fee.  See

Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air, 478 U.S. 546,
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565, 106 S. Ct. 3088, 3098, 92 L. Ed.2d 439 (1986); Brytus, 203 F.3d at 242-43.

Here, defendant Storey’s Fruit challenges only the hours claimed – the

hourly rate is uncontested, and no argument is made by Weis-Buy that an

adjustment is applicable.

In 1990, our Court of Appeals summarized the evidentiary burdens

in attorney’s fee cases:

The party seeking attorney’s fees has the burden to
prove that its request for attorney’s fees is reasonable.
To meet its burden, the fee petitioner must “submit
evidence supporting the hours worked and rates
claimed.” Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 433
(1983) . . ..  In a statutory fee case, the party opposing
the fee award then has the burden to challenge, by
affidavit or brief with sufficient specificity to give fee
applicants notice, the reasonableness of the requested
fee. Bell v. United Princeton Properties, Inc., 884 F.2d
713 (3d Cir. 1989).  The district court cannot “decrease
a fee award based on factors not raised at all by the
adverse party.”  Id.  At 720; see Cunningham v. City of
McKeesport, 753 F.2d 262, 267 (3d Cir. 1985).

Rode, 892 F.2d at 1183.  Here, plaintiff met its initial burden of proof by

submitting affidavits containing an itemization of dates, time spent, and work

performed.

II.

Weis-Buy presented claims for three attorneys – primary counsel,

associate counsel, and local counsel.  For services performed before January 1,

2000, primary counsel’s hourly rate is $175 and, thereafter, $190.  Associate

counsel’s hourly rate is $150, and local counsel’s is $200.  Paralegal’s hourly rate

is $85.  Storey’s concedes both that Weis-Buy, as the prevailing party, is entitled



1 There is no objection to local counsel’s fees.

2 In Tray-Wrap, Inc. v. Meyer Tomatoes, Civ. No. 90-7688, 1996 WL
54321 at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 9, 1996), the one published decision to discuss the
reasonableness of attorney’s fees under the PACA, there was partial denial of
fees for work such as correspondence with persons unidentified in the
submissions; telephone calls following appellate argument; arranging to appear
pro hac vice; travel time to attend appellate argument; contacting USDA;
consulting with local counsel; reviewing scheduling orders; correspondence
with trial witnesses; and local counsel fees not billed to the client.
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to a reasonable attorney’s fee under the PACA and that the hourly rates claimed

are reasonable.  Storey’s, however, objects to the number of hours spent by

primary counsel in recovering plaintiff’s reparation claim.1

Weis-Buy is entitled to expenses, including attorney’s fees, from the

time of Storey’s filing of its unsuccessful appeal of the USDA award.  Robinson

Farms Co. v. D’Acquisto, 962 F.2d 680, 684 (7th Cir. 1992).  Accordingly, the

"number of hours reasonably expended" during that time period must be

calculated. Rode, 892 F.2d at 1183, citing Hensley, 461 U.S. at 433.  "Hours are

not reasonably expended if they are excessive, redundant, or otherwise

unnecessary" – and must be excluded.2 Id.  Storey’s objects to the following items:

12/14/98  GRR  Review Debtor’s pleadings in preparation 1.00 Hr.
for filing response to appeal in reparation
action

The PACA specifically states that an appeal of the Secretary of

Agriculture’s decision “in the district court shall be a trial de novo and shall

proceed in all respects like other civil suits for damages.”  U.S.C. 7 § 499g(c).  The

proceedings are governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure except as to the
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pleadings. Id., see Golub Corp. v. Andrew & Williamson Sales Co., Civ. No. 91-

366, 1993 WL 245582 at *3 (N.D.N.Y. July 2, 1993).  The PACA provides that the

“petition filed by appellant [Storey’s] and pleadings certified by the Secretary of

Agriculture upon which decision was made by him shall upon filing in the district

court constitute the pleadings upon which said trial de novo shall proceed. . . .”

7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  As practitioners in this field – as well as from a cursory review

of the statute – Weis-Buy’s counsel should have been aware that a response to an

appeal is not required or indicated.  Therefore, “preparation for filing a response

to appeal” was unnecessary – albeit review of the notice and statement of the

appeal was appropriate.  Reduced to .50 hours.

12/23/98  GRR Reviewed Court database to determine .50 Hr.
status of litigation at District Court and
to track Debtor’s deadlines

It was reasonable to review such deadlines; however, this should not

have taken .50 hours.  Reduced to .25 hours.

1/19/99  GRR Teleconference with PACA for information .40 Hr.
on status of USDA award and procedure
with USDA if appeal is dismissed

This work was reasonable.  Storey’s contends that 7 U.S.C. § 499g(d)

provides guidance in regard to the dismissal of an appeal.  However, § 499g(d)

states only what happens to a licensee if an appeal is dismissed and does not set

forth the procedure after an appeal is dismissed.  Under § 499g(d), Storey’s license

would be revoked until the award was paid.  No reduction.

1/21/99  KJP Conduct on-line search of database to .30 Hr.
obtain docket for district court action
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               GRR Review of docket information and .30 Hr.
evaluation of dates to move for dismissal
of action if complaint is not timely

It was reasonable to obtain the docket after 45 days to check for

changes.  However .15 hours is a reasonable amount of time in which to do so.

KJP – reduced to .15 hours.

The PACA does not state whether the complaint/petition must be

served or when it is to be served.  Therefore, it was reasonable to explore a

dismissal motion for improper service.  GRR – no reduction.

3/15/99  GRR Teleconference with Court to advise .50 Hr.
service was not effected on Client;
conference with Debtor’s Counsel to 
advise same

.
It need not have taken .50 hours to advise both the court

and Storey’s.  Reduced to .25 hours.

3/22/99  GRR Review Debtor’s appeal from USDA 1.90 Hr.
decision.  Client’s complaint and USDA
findings to prepare answer to Defendant’s
appeal; Prepare engagement letter to
Local Counsel to discuss matter

It was reasonable to review the appeal after three months.  However,

the same attorney billed substantially identical work on 12/14/98, so the second

review should have been brief, as the attorney was familiar with the proceeding.

As stated, no response to the appeal was required. 7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  Preparing

the engagement letter was reasonably necessary.  Reduced to .75 hours.

3/22/99  GRR Prepare answer to Debtor’s appeal 1.10 Hr.

3/22/99  GRR Revise and amend answer to Debtor’s 1.20 Hr.
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complaint amount for review of
administrative ruling

Unnecessary.  No answer required.  7 U.S.C. § 499g(c). 

 Reduced in full.

3/23/99  GRR Teleconference with Local Counsel to .40 Hr.
coordinate defensive strategies

Local counsel shows same time for twice the work.  Reduced to .20

hours.

3/24/99  GRR Teleconference with Local Counsel to .30 Hr.
finalize strategy going forward upon
filing answer to complaint

Unnecessary.  No answer required.  7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  Reduced

 in full.

3/26/99  GRR Teleconference with Client to review .20 Hr.
Complaint and related documents

Reasonable.  No reduction.

3/26/99  MJK Detailed review of Answer to Debtor’s .40 Hr.
petition for review of USDA award; and

3/29/99  GRR Revise and amend answer to appeal .70 Hr.

Unnecessary.  No answer required.  7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  Reduced

in full.

3/31/99  GRR Extended teleconference with Local .30 Hr.
Counsel regard defensive strategies

Weis-Buy concedes a reduction to .10 hours, which is reasonable.

4/30/99  Local Counsel Fees $155.25
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There was no duplication.  As a matter of client convenience, primary

counsel’s bill included local counsel’s fees.  Therefore, there does not appear to

have been double billing.  Moreover, Storey’s did not object on the numerous other

times this occurred.  No reduction.

5/18/99  GRR Extended teleconference with Debtor’s 1.50 Hr.
Counsel to discuss preliminary meeting
prior to discovery conference; Extended
teleconference with Local Counsel to
discuss pretrial strategies

Weis-Buy concedes a reduction to .90 hours, which is reasonable.

5/24/99  MJK Extended teleconference with Local 1.10 Hr.
Counsel to discuss Rule 16 statement to be
filed with Court for status conference,
sufficiency of appeal bond basis for 
summary judgment and strategy for going
forward; Review pleadings before USDA to confirm
figures for appeal bond and award

Storey’s objects to the length of the telephone conference; however,

it ignores the second part of the entry after the phone call.  Weis-Buy concedes a

reduction to .80 hours, which is reasonable.

5/24/99  MJK Compile key documents for transmittal .90 Hr.
to Local Counsel for use in status conference
with Judge; Prepare letter to Local
Counsel to convey and explain proposed
exhibits; Teleconference with Client to
confirm availability for status conference
and need for additional documents to
support negotiations with Debtor

5/24/99  KJP Revise and amend trust chart to use .60 Hr.
as exhibit showing amount due Client
under reparation award from USDA;
Compile various documents for
transmission to Local Counsel

The objections were not specific.  No reduction.
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5/26/99  MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel to .80 Hr.
discuss initial comments from Judge at
status conference and strategy for
further settlement discussions; Follow-up
teleconference with Local Counsel
to discuss in detail further actions
to be taken in light of Debtor’s
. . . . (missing end of sentence)

Local counsel claims 1.2 hours for this work in addition to other work

(planning for, traveling to, and attending a conference with the Judge).  As such,

the time claimed here appears excessive.  Reduced to .30 hours.

6/7/99  GRR Review of documents and exhibits .80 Hr.
presented in USDA case in preparation for
summary judgment motion; Teleconference
with Client to request supporting
documents

              GRR Preliminary draft of legal brief 2.20 Hr.

6/8/99   GRR Prepare memo of law in support of  
summary judgment 1.50 Hr.

              GRR Prepare Client affidavit in support of 1.20 Hr.
motion for summary judgment

6/9/99   GRR Revise and amend Client affidavit in .50 Hr.
support of summary judgment

              GRR Teleconference with Client to coordinate .70 Hr.
review of affidavit and its return; Compile
exhibits to include in support of
summary judgment.

6/9/99    GRR Revise and amend memo in support of 1.50 Hr.
summary judgment

6/10/99  GRR Final revisions to brief in support of .90 Hr.
summary judgment
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The parties agreed that a motion for summary judgment would not

be filed until after arbitration.  Respondent’s Objections to Complainant’s Fee

Application, Exhibit E.  However, preparing motion was beneficial to Weis-Buy.

Local counsel stated in his supplemental declaration that preparing the motion

helped him by organizing the facts and exhibits in the case – work that was

required to prepare for the arbitration.  Therefore, some of this work is justifiable.

However, early arbitration is designed to limit attorney’s fees, including in most

cases the costs incurred in preparing a dispositive motion.  Reduced to .40 hours.

6/11/99  GRR Review of documents to forward to 1.90 Hr.
opposing counsel in accordance with
local rules mandating self-disclosures;
Teleconference with opposing
counsel to request copies of unified
scheduling agreement submitted to Court

6/14/99  GRR Draft of self-disclosure pursuant to local 2.10 Hr.
rules; Fax self-disclosure to Client to
request review of statements

6/15/99  GRR Teleconference with Local Counsel to .30 Hr.
coordinate submission of disclosures to
opposing counsel; Review of scheduling
order to ensure matters proceed pursuant
to schedule

6/23/99  GRR Revise and amend request for self- .80 Hr.
disclosures

6/24/99  GRR Teleconference with Local Counsel .30 Hr.
to discuss forwarding self-executing
disclosures and demand for disclosures
to Debtor’s Counsel

7/9/99  GRR Teleconference with Client to discuss .60 Hr.
meeting in preparation for arbitration
hearing; Teleconference with Local Counsel
to advise and coordinate preparations for
arbitration hearing
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7/13/99  GRR Prepare documents and file in 2.10 Hr.
anticipation of arbitration hearing

7/14/99  MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel 1.10 Hr.
to discuss agenda for pre-arbitration
meeting and strategy for presentation;
Teleconference with Client to set schedules
for meetings; Teleconference with Local
Counsel to report back;  Follow-up teleconference
with Client to confirm agenda for meetings and
related matters

                MJK Extended teleconference with Local .70 Hr.
Counsel to discuss revisions to chart of
claim to update interest and costs figures
and strategy for proceeding to trial;
teleconference with Client to discuss
revisions to settlement posture and costs of
proceeding

Storey’s has made only general objections that this work was

unnecessary.  No reduction.

7/15/99   GRR Prepare for arbitration hearing with .50 Hr.
with Client and Local Counsel via
teleconference

                GRR Extended teleconference with Client 2.30 Hr.
and Local Counsel regarding arbitration 
and strategy to follow; Extended teleconference
with Local Counsel to discuss presentation of
documents and strategies for rebuttal;
Prepare exhibits to forward to Client
and Local Counsel

                MJK Detailed review of documents relating 1.70 Hr.
to each transaction subject to USDA appeal;
Prepare outline of arguments for arbitration

                MJK Extended Teleconference with Local Counsel   2.20 Hr.
and Client to discuss agenda for arbitration 
hearing and exhibits to be used; Extended 
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teleconference with Local Counsel to discuss
details of all admissible evidence, challenges 
to Debtor’s arguments and strategy

7/16/99  MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel to .80 Hr.
discuss legal standards applicable to key
arguments in arbitration hearing; Follow-up 
teleconference with Local Counsel to discuss 
results of arbitration and strategy going forward

               MJK Extended teleconference with Debtor’s .80 Hr.
Counsel to discuss potential for settlement,
specific arguments, defenses, and strategy
for arbitration hearing

7/19/99  MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel .80 Hr.
to discuss arbitration award, scope of
likely arguments on appeal and strategy;
going forward to protect award Review rules
regarding rejection of arbitration award and 
Debtor’s ability to continue litigation

Storey’s has made only general objections that this work is duplicative

or unnecessary.  Broad generalizations about a large group of itemized fees are not

sufficient to deny an attorney’s fees request.  No reduction.

9/20/99  MJK Detailed review of arbitration award, 2.20 Hr.
District Court order and documents
supporting claim for fees and costs. 
Teleconference with Local Counsel to confirm 
updated fee figures for motion; compile
exhibits for contested fee motion

9/21/99  MJK Prepare chart of claim, interest fees and 2.40 Hr.
costs at each stage of litigation to support
fee application; Prepare letter to Local
Counsel to transmit backup for motion;
Numerous teleconferences with Local
Counsel to discuss manner of responding
to judges questions in pleading

9/24/99   MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel .40 Hr.
to discuss Court’s requirements for
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affidavit to support application for
reimbursement of fees and costs

10/18/99  JGL Prepare affidavit for fees and costs to 1.30 Hr.
be filed with Court

                 MJK Compile documents necessary to fully 1.30 Hr.
support claim for statutory fees on
successful appeal defense; Prepare affidavit
attesting to fees incurred and 
reasonableness thereof

Under the PACA, appellee is entitled to fees and costs incurred  in

defending a favorable award by the USDA. 7 U.S.C. § 499g(c).  Storey’s does not

contend that time spent preparing a fee application is not covered by the statute.

Storey’s incorrectly categorizes these fees as a conglomeration of work

to which it cannot specifically object – this is incorrect.  Weis-Buy has  sufficiently

stated the dates, times, and type of work done.  These billing entries are no less

detailed than any other part of primary counsel’s statement.  Since Storey’s

objections are not specific, this objection must be overruled.

In addition, the work here (in re: 9/20-24 and 10/18) is not

duplicative.  The September work was done in preparation of the draft of the

affidavit; the October work was the drafting of the affidavit.

Storey’s specifically objects to the telephone conferences with local

counsel because these calls are not shown on local counsel’s bill.  The response

is that local counsel does not always bill for phone calls and did not do so in this

and certain other instances.  Given this representation, the objection will be

overruled.  No reduction.

01/07/00  MJK Teleconference with Debtor’s Counsel .80 Hr.
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to continue negotiations over statutory
right to fees and costs per court’s order.
Teleconference with Local Counsel to
discuss Debtor’s refusal to recognize any
reasonable fee figure; Teleconference with
Client to update status of efforts

Storey’s claims the telephone conference with Weis-Buy was only six

minutes, but submits no evidence in support of its objection.  Local counsel’s bill

shows .30 hours on 1/6/00.  It appears this call was recorded on the wrong day

and actually coincides with the 1/7/00 call noted on primary counsel’s bill.  Since

Storey’s does not object to the .30 hour call noted on local counsel’s bill – a call

also claimed on 1/7/00 by primary counsel, this telephone call will be allowed. 

The remaining .40 hours is attributed to a conversation with the

client.  The call seems overly long.  Reduced to .50 hours.

01/13/00  MJK Teleconference with a [sic] to discuss .90 Hr.
objections to statutory fees and costs;
Teleconference with Client to discuss
Debtor’s proposal and authority to
reject same; Prepare letter to Debtor’s 
Counsel to respond to proposal and seek
expedited ruling on fee dispute

Although no letter was sent, this set of charges is not entirely

unreasonable.  Reduced to .40 hours.

01/27/00  MJK Teleconference with District Court to .60 Hr.
reiterate need to comply with Court’s
order for joint statement; Teleconference
with Local Counsel to advise of Debtor’s
refusal to return calls and no fax machine;
Detailed review of Court’s order to prepare
outline of response
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Primary counsel’s need to confer with local counsel and the court was

the direct result of Storey’s failure to communicate adequately with local counsel

and comply with the procedure for filing a joint statement.  No reduction.

01/27/00  MJK Follow-up teleconference with Debtor’s 1.70 Hr.
Counsel to make another request for
feedback on proposed joint statement;
Prepare initial draft of joint statement;
Teleconference with Local Counsel to
discuss revisions to same; Revise and 
amend joint statement to clarify
consideration of court’s three main concerns

These fees are reasonable.  No reduction.

01/27/00 MJK Prepare motion for admission pro hac .90 Hr.
vice to prepare for hearing on contested
fee application; Prepare declaration in
support of admission; Prepare letter to
Local Counsel to transmit same for review
and filing

Storey’s did not oppose the action for admission pro hac vice provided

it would not result in additional fees.  However, Weis-Buy was still required to file

a motion.  Reduced to .40 hours.

02/03/00  MJK Further preparation of brief in response 2.80 Hr.
to statement of position on statutory fee
application; Teleconference with Local
Counsel to explore settlement options with
Debtor’s Attorney; Extended  teleconference
with Debtor’s Counsel to discuss basis for
vague objection and possible resolution

Here again, the telephone conference is not shown in local counsel’s

bill and is on that basis the subject of a specific objection.  Given the

representation that local counsel did not bill for this and certain other telephone

calls, the objection will be denied.  No reduction.
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02/03/00  MJK Teleconference with Local Counsel to .80 Hr.
advise of Debtor’s Counsel refusal to
modify unreasonable position and agenda
for complying with Court’s Order;
Teleconference with Client to discuss
settlement proposal for fee application and
authority to reject Debtor’s offer; Prepare
letter to reject Debtor’s offer and seek 
contribution to joint statement

Weis-Buy concedes a reduction to .40 hours, which is reasonable.

III.

The "lodestar...is presumed to be the reasonable fee."   Rode, 892 F.2d at

1183, citing Blum v. Stenson, 465 U.S. 886, 897 (1984).  Here, the lodestar, after

the above adjustments, is as follows:

Primary counsel before 1/1/00

17 hrs. X $175/hr. = $2,975.00

Primary counsel after 1/1/00

6.80 hrs. X $190/hr. = $1,292.00

Associate counsel

16.45 hrs. X $150/hr. = $2,467.50 

Paralegal

.15 hrs X $85/hr. = $12.75

         Local Counsel Fees

         $155.25

Fees and Costs Not Objected To

$8,856.09
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Additional Fees Incurred For Supplemental Fee Application (not
objected to by Storey’s)

$699.00

         Total lodestar = $ 16,457.59

___________________________
Edmund V. Ludwig, J.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

WEIS-BUY SERVICES, INC.      :  CIVIL ACTION  
  :
  :

v.   :
  :

STOREY’S FRUIT & PRODUCE, INC.   :  NO. 98-6078

O R D E R 

AND NOW, this 13th day of July, 2000, plaintiff's motion for attorney's

fees and costs are granted in part and denied in part.

Attorney's fees and costs awarded - $16,457.59

_________________________
Edmund V. Ludwig, J.


